
Students in the section will receive similar learning experiences. 
Students in class on a day with more challenging material may have an
advantage over those that do not. 
Could be combined with recorded Zoom class that is posted to help
mitigate differences in learning experience.
Would be challenging to manage as faculty may be asked repeatedly to
reteach portions of the class by the students that were not in the
previous class. 
Works best if faculty assign students to a given day of week. Can be done
using grouping function in Canvas.
Requires a robust Canvas course in conjunction with the work done in
class. 
Course can be used in future semesters with minor modifications. 
Provides all students a place external to the class that they can go for
content and up-to-date course information.

Description: Rotate groups of students in the classroom on different days
so that all students are able to attend class but the lecture is different each
day (as in a normal class). All students then also have out-of-class time
course material in Canvas containing the material for the day they were not
in class.
 
Example: EAB 3002 (Behavior Analysis) has an enrollment cap of 120
students, meets T/R in a room with a physical distancing cap of 65. 
This course can have half the students attend on Tuesday and the other
half attend on Thursday. Lecture is different material on Tuesday and
Thursday.
 
Considerations:
 

Students in the section will receive very different learning experiences
and may result in different outcomes.
Faculty need to stay in front of the computer in order for students to
see and, most importantly, hear them. 
Determination of which students get to attend class and which
students do not would be problematic. A first come, first serve model
privileges some students over others. 
Would be best operationalized with a TA/LA to help manage Zoom
questions for the instructor.
Could be combined with recording of Zoom class that is posted to help
mitigate differences in learning experience.
Could be accompanied with a robust Canvas course to reinforce the
learning experience for all students. 
Difficult to manage for courses with “in-class”student work or heavy
use of whiteboard. Starboard can replace a physical whiteboard.

Description: Students receive instruction synchronously whether in the
classroom or via Zoom.
 
Example: MAC 1105 (College Algebra) has an enrollment cap of 150
students, meets T/R in a room with a physical distancing cap of 48. 48
students could attend class while the remaining 102 students attend via
live Zoom.
 
Considerations:
 

Students in the section will receive very different learning experiences and
may result in different outcomes.
Record of class sessions are available to all students to review course
materials.
If recording using Zoom, faculty need to stay in front of the computer in
order for students to see and, most importantly, hear them. 
Only a few classrooms are outfitted with full course capture capabilities. 
Determination of which students get to attend class and which students do
not would be problematic. A first come, first serve model privileges some
students over others. 
Could be accompanied with a robust Canvas course to reinforce the
learning experience for all students. 
In-class work not available to students not attending in person. Could be
mitigated with group assignments using Canvas grouping functionality.

Description: Students receive instruction in the classroom and the lecture is
recorded and posted for the remaining students to view asynchronously.
 
Example: MAC 1105 (College Algebra) has an enrollment cap of 150 students,
meets T/R in a room with a physical distancing cap of 48.  48 students could
attend class while the remaining 102 students view the lecture synchronously
or asynchronously. No video-conferencing interactivity.
 
Considerations:
 

Ensures all students in the section receive the same learning experience.
True hybrid model which requires careful planning of what is in-class
material and what is out-of-class material.
Works best if faculty assign students to a given day of week. Can be done
using grouping function in Canvas.
Requires a robust Canvas course in conjunction with the work done in class. 
Course can be used in future semesters with minor modifications. 
Provides all students a place external to the class that they can go for
content and up-to-date course information.

Description: Rotate groups of students in the classroom on different days so
that all students receive the same lecture. All students then also have out-of-
class time course material in Canvas. 
 
Example:  EAB 3002 (Behavior Analysis) has an enrollment cap of 120
students, meets T/R in a room with a physical distancing cap of 65. 
This course can have half the students attend on Tuesday and the other
half attend on Thursday. Lecture on Tuesday is repeated on Thursday.
 
Considerations:
 

are over the adjusted room capacity 
do not have an alternative room available, and 
the professor would like to have an on-campus learning experience.

These are not modalities but variations of how hybrid or Face-to-Face classes might be offered. These are offered as
possible instructional delivery models for courses that are scheduled as hybrid or face-to-face. ACT, ACS, and OCM will
try to find new rooms to accommodate faculty who wish to have an on-campus class. However, in some cases this may
not be possible.  
 
These variations are suited for those hybrid or face-to-face sections that:
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